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Kurzdarstellung

Die Volkskrankheiten Asthma und COPD werden regelmäßig begleitet durch Exazer-
bationen, die oft durch Viren ausgelöst werden. Die Entwicklung von Medikamenten
mit antiviralen Eigenschaften kann daher Asthma- und COPD-Patienten zumindest vor
solchen viral induzierten Exazerbationen schützen. Allerdings sind hierfür die genauen
Mechanismen, wie Viren Exazerbationen auslösen, noch nicht verstanden. Um zu einem
besseren Verständins zu gelangen, wird in dieser Masterarbeit ein Simulationsprogramm
entwickelt, welches die Ausbreitung einer viralen Infektion im menschlichen Atemsystem
nachbildet. Eine Schlussfolgerung daraus wird sein, dass Medikamente, die die Effektiv-
ität des mukoziliaren Transports im Atemsystem erhöhen, womöglich effizienter sind als
Medikamente, die direkt die Viren abtöten.

Abstract

The widespread diseases Asthma and COPD go along with exacerbations, which are often
triggered by viruses. The development of drugs with antiviral properties can thus protect
Asthma- and COPD-patients from at least such virus induced exacerbations. However,
for this purpose the exact mechanisms of how viruses can trigger exacerbations are still
not fully understood. In order to get a better understanding a simulation programme,
which reproduce a viral infection spread in the human respiratory tract, is developed in
this Master’s thesis. One result out of it will be that drugs, which increase the effectivity
of mucociliary clearance in the respiratory tract, are possibly more efficient than drugs,
which kill the viruses directly.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

Millions of people all over the world suffer from Asthma and chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease (COPD). COPD is one of the most frequently diseases in the world and
even one of the Top 5 causes of death globally [1]: 2012 more than 3 million people died of
this disease. Also Asthma is a widespread disease but less deadly than COPD: Globally
the cases of death caused by asthma is about 400,000 every year.
Both diseases have in common that they go along with exacerbations which can be life-
threatening. It has been shown that these exacerbations are usually induced by viral
infection [2]. However, the mechanisms of virus-associated exacerbations are not clear. A
popular pathogen in this context is the human Rhinovirus, the typical causative organism
of the common cold. So in the worst case an actual harmless common cold can be deadly
for an Asthma- or COPD-patient.
The human Rhinovirus (HRV) is a very small virus of about 27nm diameter. An infection
usually starts by self-inoculation with the virus by hand into the nose. A droplet infection
is rather seldom [3]. In the nose the viruses attach to epithelial cells via specific cellular
receptors. Within the infected cells the virus is replicated and after about 8-10h the as-
sembled viruses are released from the cell by cell lysis and are able to infect further cells
[4]. After an incubation time of one to two days the first symptoms become noticeable,
which are usually very mild. In healthy people a HRV-induced common cold is mostly
a self-limited illness [5]. The immune system fights against the infection and after about
one week the symptoms are gone.
In healthy people HRV usually infects mainly the upper part of the respiratory tract (see
figure 1). However, in recent years it has been shown that HRVs can also infect the lower
part of the respiratory tract [7]. This happens especially in persons with a respiratory
disease like Asthma or COPD, whereas in healthy people infection usually occurs mostly
in the upper respiratory tract. Till this day it is not known which conditions promote an
infection of the lower part of the respiratory system. One reason for this is probably the
challenging execution of the appropriate experiments in this area. That’s why we address
in this Master’s thesis the following question not with the help of an experiment but with
the help of a simulation:

Which conditions promote the spreading of a HRV-infection to the lower
respiratory tract, especially with a focus on Asthma- and COPD-patients?

The simulation should calculate two important outputs. First output is the time de-
pendent viral load. The reason for this is that in this case experimental data are available
in order to compare them with the simulation’s result [8]. However, the viral load is not
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1. Introduction

Figure 1 – The respiratory tract can be devided into the upper respiratory tract, which con-
tains nasal cavity, pharynx and larynx, and lower respiratory tract, which contains trachea,
bronchia and lung. Source of the image [6].

necessarily a good quantity in order to express how fast the infection spreads through
the respiratory tract. The faster the spreading the more likely the chance that the lower
part of the respiratory tract gets infected before the infection is struck back by the host’s
immune system. Consider a simple example: A Rhinovirus infects a single cell in the res-
piratory tract. The virus is replicated in the cell and after some hours a certain amount
of Rhinoviruses - let’s say 106 - are released from this cell due to cell lysis. Then, the
released viruses will infect cells in the neighbourhood of the initial infected cell and the
game starts over. The infection spreads and after 3 days maybe 104 cells were infected, so
the accumulated viral load after three days is 1010. Now consider a similiar situation but
with two differences: First, each cell only releases 105 viruses and not 106 and second, the
infection spreads faster, so that after three days 105 cells were infected and not 104. So,
although also in this case the accumulated viral load after three days is 1010, the infection
spreads faster. Later in this thesis, we will define a so called infection front, which moves
over the respiratory tract with a certain velocity. This velocity is the second important
output of the simulation and is a measurement of how fast the infection spreads. It de-
pends on different parameters. A sensivity analysis will show us which parameters have
the strongest impact on the velocity and thus might be responsible for an infection of the
lower respiratory tract.
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1. Introduction

This Master’s thesis is structured in the following way: Since an infection of the lower
respiratory tract occurs mainly in COPD- and Asthma-patients and not in healthy people,
we will first describe - after a short summary of some biological aspects of the respira-
tory system - the differences between patients and healthy people. The conditions which
promote a lower respiratory tract infection in those patients are probably among these
differences. Then we will describe the physical model, which forms the basis of the sim-
ulation. After that, the concept and implementation of the simulation will be described.
In the last chapter we analyse the simulation’s results and give an answer to the thesis’
underlying question.
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2. Cellular structure of the respiratory tract and mucociliary clearance

2. Cellular structure of the respiratory tract and

mucociliary clearance

If we take a tissue sample from the respiratory tract, cut a very thin layer out of this
sample and then observe the layer under a light microscope, we will see something similar
what is shown in figure 2:

Figure 2 – Artwork of a sectional view of the respiratory tract. Apart from few exceptions
the respiratory tract is mostly lined with ciliated epithelium. The apical side of the epithelial
tissue is surrounded by a mucus bilayer which traps inhaled particles like dust, bacteria and
viruses. The mucus layer is driven by a coordinated movement of the cilia and transports in
this way the trapped particles out of the respiratory tract. This process is called mucociliary
clearance. The mucus is produced by goblet cells and submucosal glands. Source of the
image [9].

The respiratory tract is - like all other inner and outer surfaces of the human body - lined
with epithelium. The basement membrane separates the epithelium from the connective
tissue. Since HRVs primarily infect the epithelial tissue in the respiratory tract, the
connective tissue is not considered in this thesis and also not shown in figure 2. Every
epithelial tissue has a polarity: The side which is in contact with the basement membrane
is called the basal side and the side which is in contact with the lumen or outer environment
is called the apical side. This polarity holds also for single epithelial cells.
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2. Cellular structure of the respiratory tract and mucociliary clearance

In a big part of the respiratory system most of the epithelial cells are differentiated to
ciliated epithelial cells [10]. These cells have on their apical side more than 100 hair-like,
flexible protuberances, which project from the cell body and are called cilia (see figure
2). The length of the cilia is about 7µm. They are responsible for the very important
mucociliary clearance which is described below. But not all cells are differentiated to
ciliated epithelial cells. Some cells are differentiated to e.g. basal cells, club cells or goblet
cells. In the trachea, about 60% of the epithelial cells are ciliated cells and about 20%
are goblet cells. The deeper we go into the respiratory tract the more cells of other types
can be found.

Everyday, we inhale particles like dust, bacteria or viruses. There are different defense
mechanisms like coughing or certain immune responses which protect our airways from
these particles. However, the primary defense mechanism is the so called mucociliary
clerance [10]. The apical side of the epithelial tissue in the respiratory tract is covered
with an airway surface layer (ASL), which is a bilayer. It consists of a low-viscosity
periciliary layer (PCL), which is in contact with the cells and - on top of the PCL - a
high-viscosity mucus layer, which is in contact with the airway lumen (see figure 2). The
mucus is produced by the goblet cells and submucosal glands. Due to the high viscosity of
the mucus layer, inhaled particles get trapped in this layer. The cilia perform within the
PCL a coordinated movement: they beat in metachronal waves with a variable frequency
between 10 and 20Hz [10]. In this way the cilia provide a force which drives the overlying
mucus layer in direction to the pharynx where the mucus (with the trapped particles) is
swallowed or expectorated. The velocity of the mucus layer is about 5.5mm/min in the
human trachea.
Proper ciliary function is essential for effective mucociliary clearance and in many respi-
ratory diseases ciliary function is disturbed [10]. For example it is very important that
the cilia beat only in the PCL. The height of the PCL is about equal to the length of the
extended cilium (≈ 7µm). If the PCL’s height is not correctly maintained (for example
in people with cystic fibrosis) it can happen that the high-viscosity mucus layer collapses
on the cilia. As a result the cilia are not able to beat in a coordinated way anymore but
are - like most of the inhaled particles - trapped in the mucus layer.

The exact composition of the ASL as well as the interaction between cilia and ASL
are still not fully understood. It could be that even a third layer - a very thin surfactant
layer between the PCL and mucus layer - is present and permits the transfer of energy
from the cilia to the mucus layer [10]. However, in spite of this incomplete understand-
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2. Cellular structure of the respiratory tract and mucociliary clearance

ing there exist a lot of physical models in order to describe mucociliary clearance [11].
Some of these models focus primarily on the emergence of metechronal waves, like in [12].
Here, cilia are placed on a 40 × 40 square lattice and are surrounded by a homogenous
fluid. Each cilium performs a movement which is characterized by a fast power stroke,
where the cilium is elongated, and a slow recovery stroke, where the cilium is curved and
closer to the cell surface (see figure 3). The cilia can only interact with each other via
the surrounding fluid. That means that the cilia beating creates a local flow and this
flow modifies the duration of power and recovery stroke of the cilia in the neighbourhood.
Chemical or electrostatic interactions as well as interactions due to spatial contact are not
considered. At the beginning of the simulation, all cilia are in the same conformation and
beat synchron. However, because of the hydrodynamic interaction this synchrony is lost
after a few beating cycles and an uncorrelated behaviour arises and after some further
beating cycles metachronal coordination emerges. A Video of this simulation’s output
can be found in the supporting information in [12].

Figure 3 – The typical movement of a cilium contains a fast power stroke (1-5) and a slow
recovery stroke (6-17). The shown beat pattern is very similar to the beat pattern of rabbit
tracheal cilia in culture medium. Note, that in humans the respiratory cilia beat forwards
and backwards within the same plane without the sideways recovery sweep which is shown
above in the top view [13]. Source of the image [12].

Other models focus primarily on the mucus flow which is the result of ciliary beating. The
model described in [14] is very simple beacause it doesen’t consider any ciliary motion.
Instead, a three-dimensional flow on a flat surface, composed of two fluid-layers with
different viscosities, is considered. One layer corresponds to the PCL (low viscosity)
and the other to the mucus layer (high viscosity). The ciliary forcing is modeled as a
prescribed wall velocity at the interface between the two layers, so actually it’s just a
boundary condition. Then, the flow field of the two fluid layers can be determined by
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2. Cellular structure of the respiratory tract and mucociliary clearance

solving the Stokes equations in consideration of the appropriate boundary consitions.
Since this is a macroscopic approach to mucociliary clearance, it enables the chance to
study the mucus flow in different geometric situations which occur in the respiratory
tract. In [14], mucus flow in a bronchial bifurcation is studied. Contour plots of the
flow velocity magnitude show that mucociliary clearance is restricted in certain spots of
the bifurcation. Here, deposition of particles, which are trapped in the mucus layer, is
increased. Probably those spots are typical starting points for an infection. Note, that the
flow velocity magnitude and other results, which are presented in [14], depends not only
on the wall velocity, which represents the cilia, but also on other parameters, especially
the surface tension of the mucus layer.
A few models focus on both the movement of the cilia and the resulting mucus flow. One
of these models was recently published in [11]. Here, cilia dynamics is coupled with fluid
dynamics via the immersed boundary method.
For our simulation we will use an own and very simple model for mucociliary clearance.
It is described in section 4.
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3. Differences between healthy people and people with Asthma/COPD

3. Differences between healthy people and people

with Asthma/COPD

We focus on three differences between healthy people and people with Asthma/COPD.
Note, that there might be more differences.

3.1. Expression of cellular receptors

There exist more than hundred different types of human Rhinovirus [5]. Typically, there
are two ways to classify them. The first way focuses on the viral genome and divides
all the different types into A-, B- and C-group. The second way focuses on the cellular
receptor which is used by the virus in order to enter the cell. More than 90% of all
known different Rhinovirus-types attach to the cell surface receptor intercellular adhesion
molecule 1 (ICAM-1). These types form the so called major group. Viruses in the so
called minor group attach to the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR). Only a few
types use other receptors.
In this Master’s thesis we focus only on the viruses in the major group, since this group
contains almost all different types of Rhinoviruses. So if we speak about cellular receptors,
ICAM-1 is meant.

Most of all COPD-patients are (or were) smokers. Smoking also increases the risk of
getting asthma. That’s why also differences between smokers and non-smokers are rel-
evant. It has been shown that the expression of ICAM-1 is increased throughout the
respiratory tract in smokers and especially in smokers with COPD [15]. In that publi-
cation ICAM-1 expression is defined as the percentage of ICAM-1-expressing cells out of
the total number of cells, which were analysed. A higher ICAM-1 expression was not only
found in ciliated epithelial cells but also in goblet cells, which could lead to HRV induced
mucus hypersecretion in smokers and especially in COPD-patients. This could lead in
turn to an impairment of mucociliary clearance.

In the simulation programme described in section 5 we are able to change the average
number of receptors per cell. Since we will treat the respiratory system homogenous, this
number is valid for all cells. It is not possible to define that some cells express ICAM-1
and have a certain number nrec > 0 of receptors and some cells don’t express ICAM-1 and
therefore don’t have any receptors, nrec = 0. In the programme all cells have exact the
same number nrec of receptors. So nrec is not really suitable to consider a higher ICAM-1
expression. For that we will introduce a parameter c4, which is an average probability that
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3. Differences between healthy people and people with Asthma/COPD

a cell is susceptible for a viral infection. Of course ICAM-1 expressing cells are susceptible
and none-ICAM-1 expressing are not susceptible for a HRV-infection. So, if for example
30% of all cells express ICAM-1, then we set c4 = 0.3. We will come back to this later.

3.2. Mucociliary clearance

Mucociliary clearance is disturbed in people with Asthma and COPD [16]. There are
diverse cilia features that have an influence on the effectivity of mucociliary clearance, for
example:

1. ciliary beat frequency

2. ciliary wave pattern

3. length of the cilia

4. ratio of ciliated to non-ciliated areas in the respiratory system

5. cilia structure

In [17] it is shown, that the cilia length is significantly shorter in smokers than in non-
smokers and significantly shorter in COPD smokers than in healthy smokers. The length
of cilia is primarily maintained by intraflagellar transport (IFT). In [17] it is shown that
smoking induces changes in some of the IFT-related genes which lead then to a shorter
cilia length. A reduced cilia length decreases in turn the force, which is generated by the
forward stroke. This finally leads to a reduction of the velocity of the mucus layer.
Also the ciliary beat frequency is reduced in COPD- and Asthma-patients [16], which
would lead to a reduced velocity of the mucus layer, too. One reason for this could be the
increased mucus production in those patients. However, in [16] some other reasons for a
reduced ciliary beat frequency are specified, but with the hint that further investigation
of cilia function in Asthma- and COPD-patients is needed for a final answer.

Actually, the exact reasons why mucociliary clearance is impaired in Asthma- and COPD-
patients are not important for us. In our physical model described in section 4 we have
only one parameter, where we can control the effectivity of mucociliary clearance. Ciliary
beat frequency, cilia length and things like that are not considered in the model because
that would go beyond the scope of a single Master’s project.
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3. Differences between healthy people and people with Asthma/COPD

3.3. Immune system

There are also some differences in the immune response between healthy people and
people with Asthma or COPD. The immune response to e.g. a HRV-infection is a com-
plex interplay between the epithelial cells, immune cells, viruses and some mediators like
chemokines. Especially the number of neutrophiles and interleukin-8 is significantly in-
creased in COPD-patients [8]. We don’t go into details here, because this interplay is not
considered in our simulation programme. The immune response is described with only
one parameter, which can be a very complicated function, in our model. We will explain
it in more detail in the next chapter.
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4. Physical model

4. Physical model

4.1. Description of the physical model

Now, we introduce the physical model which forms the basis of the simulation described
in the next chapter. We are forced to find a compromise between a physical model, which
represents the real situation as closely as possible, and a model, whose implementation
can be done within the time period of this Master’s project. Of course, the more complex
the physical model the harder its implementation in the simulation.

Figure 4 – Phyiscal model, which is used in the simulation. The epithelial tissue is rep-
resented by a two-dimensional cell layer in which each cell is represented by a hexagon.
Above the cell layer (apical side of the tissue) two layers are added: The PCL (blue) and
the mucus layer (green). Above the mucus layer would be the airflow due to breathing in
and out. Viruses of an infected cell (red hexagon) are released from the cell’s center of mass
and diffuse in the PCL. Diffusion is described by a random walk (black path). Once a virus
hits the mucus layer it gets trapped and transported away. It isn’t able to reenter the PCL.
Image generated with MATLAB.

We describe the epithelial tissue, which lines the respiratory tract, via a two-dimensional
cell layer (see figure 4). Each cell is - like in [18] - represented as an uniform hexagon
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4. Physical model

because epithelial cells look from the apical side indeed more or less like hexagons. As a
further simplification we don’t distinguish between the different cell types and treat all
cells equal. The whole cell layer is static, that means cells are not able to move or to
change their form.
Mucociliary clearance is considered in the following way in our model: On top of the
two-dimensional cell layer (the apical side of the epithelial tissue) we add two layers (see
figure 4). The first layer directly above the cell layer is the PCL and the second layer
above the PCL is the mucus layer. Above the mucus layer would be the airflow due to
breathing in and out. The PCL is at rest, that means there is no flow. Particles within
this layer perform a pure difussion process. This can be described in a continous way
with the diffusion equation or in a discrete way with a random walk. The latter method
is implemented later in the simulation. The step length s of the random walk is fixed.
The appropriate time step δt is determined by

δt =
s2

6D
(1)

Here, D is the diffusion constant. In water at 20◦C the diffusion constant for HRV is
D20,w = 1.71 · 10−7 cm2

s [19]. Let

~r(t) =

xy
z

 (2)

be the position of a diffusing particle at time t, then the particle’s position at time t+ δt

is determined by [20]

~r(t+ δt) = ~r(t) + s

sinϑ cosϕ

sinϑ sinϕ

cosϑ

 (3)

with the randomly choosen azimuthal angle

ϕ = 2π · U(0, 1) (4)

and the randomly choosen polar angle

ϑ = arcsin [2 · U(0, 1)− 1] +
π

2
(5)

U(0, 1) describes an uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1. If the particle
hits after some diffusion steps the mucus layer it is trapped and gets transported away.
The particle is not able to enter the PCL again. So in this simple physical model we can
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4. Physical model

adjust the effectivity of mucociliary clearance only with one parameter and this is the
height DH of the PCL (see figure 5). The smaller the height DH the more effective is the
mucociliary clearance and vise versa.

Figure 5 – Side view of the 3D illustration in figure 4. The height DH ("diffusion height") of
the PCL is the only parameter which controls the effectivity of mucociliary clearance. If the
distance from the virus to the cell layer is smaller than the height IH ("interaction height")
then the virus is able to interact with the cellular receptors and infects the appropriate cell
with a certain probability. However, the random walk always ends in the mucus layer. Image
generated with MATLAB.

Now, we take a closer look on the infection process in this physical model: Each cell is in
one of the following three states: Either the cell is not infected or the cell is infected or
the cell is dead. If a cell gets infected, it will release after the time Tlysis a certain amount
V of viruses into the PCL due to cell lysis. The viruses are released from the center of
the cell. So if P1 = (x1, y1, z1),...,P6 = (x6, y6, z6) are the vertices of the hexagon, which
represents the infected cell, the viruses are released from the point

Pcenter =
1

6

x1 + ...+ x6

y1 + ...+ y6

z1 + ...+ z6

 (6)
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Here, the random walk starts. While the virus diffuses within the PCL, two events can
occur: First, the virus hits the mucus layer. As described above the virus leaves the
system in this case. It gets trapped and transported away in the mucucs layer and will
not enter the PCL again. Second, the distance from the virus to the cell layer is smaller
than the interaction height IH (see figure 5). In this case the virus is so close to the
appropriate cell that it is able to interact with the cell’s receptors and infects the cell
with a certain probability. Note, that the random walk always ends in the mucus layer
(see figure 5). So even if the virus binds to a cellular receptor and infects a cell, it is able
to diffuse further in the PCL. It can even infect further cells. Of course, this is actually
only true if the number nrec of cellular receptors per cell is zero. Then, the probability
that a virus infects a cell is also zero beacause the virus has no chance to bind at the cell.
However, it should be a good approximation if nrec is much smaller than the number V
of released viruses per cell. In that case only an insignificant number of viruses bound to
the cells until all cellular receptors are occupied. So, most of the viruses will end up in
the mucus layer anyway and not at the cellular receptors. The reason why we allow the
viruses to diffuse from the infected cell, where the virus is released, to the mucus layer,
lies in the implementation of the physical model into the simulation programme. It allows
us to treat infected cells independently of each other. We will come back to this in the
next chapter.
After a cell has been infected and has released after the time Tlysis a certain amount V
of viruses, the cell is dead and remains in this state. Dead cells are - like the viruses
which are trapped in the mucus layer - not considered any longer. Since we want to know
which conditions promote the spreading of a HRV-infection to the lower respiratory tract,
we focus only on the boundary of the infected region and how fast this boundary moves
through the respiratory system. Biological processes which happens inside the bound-
ary (e.g. decomposition of dead cells, cell division etc.) are not considered. We assume
that those processes don’t have any influence on the movement of the boundary. The
boundary of the infected region corresponds the the infection front which is mentioned
in the introduction chapter of this thesis. A definition of the infection front follows in
the next chapter. Its introduction is necessary to overcome the multiscale problem in the
simulation.
Last but not least we want to mention that we treat the whole respiratory tract homoge-
nous. Especially we don’t consider some cellular differences between cells in the upper
and lower respiratory tract.
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4. Physical model

4.2. Probability for an infection

If the distance from the virus to the cell layer is smaller than IH, the virus infects the
appropriate cell with a certain probability p (see figure 5). Now, we want to derive an
equation for this probability.

Imagine the diffusing virus in the proximity of a cell (see figure 6 and 7). If its dis-
tance to the cell surface is smaller than IH, it is able to interact with a cellular receptor
and then to infect the cell. The probability that a single virus interacts with a receptor
depends in our model on two parameters:

1. The number of receptors nrec. Of course, the more receptors exist on the cell surface
the higher the probability that a single virus hits a receptor.

2. The area a on the cell which is covered by the virus (the black area in figure 6 and
7). You get a if you project the diffusion path of the virus on the cell surface, when
the virus is within the interaction region. However, we define this area as

a = NIHs
2 (7)

where NIH is the number of diffusion steps, which the virus executes within the inter-
action region of the appropriate cell. s is the fixed step length of the random walk.
So, our definition of a is just the mean square displacement of a two-dimensional
random walk with NIH steps. The higher the covered area the higher the probability
that the virus hits one of the cell’s receptors.

Let F be the area of the whole cell surface. a is measured in units of F . In this case a
tells us how much percent of the cell surface F is covered by the virus. It is a ∈ [0, 1]. For
the moment we assume that the cell gets infected if the virus gets in contact with at least
one receptor. Further we assume that all nrec receptors are uniformly distributed over the
cell surface. Because of the latter assumption the probability, that a cellular receptor lies
within the virus’ covered area, is a. If not one but nrec receptors are available, then the
probability is given by

p = 1− (1− a)nrec (8)

because you can consider the situation as a chain of nrec Bernoulli experiments: The
probability for a hit is a and we are looking for the probability p that we have at least
one hit in this chain of Bernoulli experiments, that is one minus the probability for zero
hits. However, sometimes a virus needs in average more than one receptor for a stable
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4. Physical model

cell bond [21]. If at least m receptors are needed, we have to extend equation (8) to

p = 1−
m−1∑
k=0

(
nrec

k

)
ak(1− a)nrec−k (9)

p is the probability that a single virus infects a cell. In general, a cell gets in contact
with more than one virus. Imagine we have one infected cell, which releases because of
cell lysis a number of V viruses into the PCL. What is the probability Prob that a cell at
distance r to the lysed cell gets infected? Of course, not all released viruses get in contact
with that cell, but only a certain ratio f(r) ∈ [0, 1] of the V viruses. This ratio depends
among other things on r. Obviously, the further away a cell in the neighbourhood of the
lysed cell the less viruses get in contact with that cell because most of the viruses will
rather reach the mucus layer (and are transported away) than the neighbouring cell. So,
our cell at distance r to the lysed cell gets in contact with f(r) · V viruses. Some of these
viruses will cover a bigger area a of that cell, some a smaller area a. However, if we take
for all of these viruses an averaged covered area a, then all of these viruses will infect the
cell with the same probability p. In this case, we can argue in the same way like above:
If at least one of the f(r) ·V viruses infect the cell with a probability p, then the cell gets
infected. So we have

Prob = 1− (1− p)f(r)·V (10)

This is the probability that a cell at distance r to a lysed cell (which has released V viruses
into the PCL) gets infected. The calculation of f(r) and a is part of the simulation and
is described in the next chapter.

Now we want to introduce four abstract variables c1, c2, c3, c4 in equations (9) and (10):

p =

[
1−

m−1∑
k=0

(
c1nrec

k

)
ak(1− a)c1nrec−k

]
c2 (11)

Prob =
[
1− (1− p)f(r)·V ·(1−c3)

]
c4 (12)

These variables have the following meaning:

1. c1 ∈ [0, 1] is an average probability that a receptor is susceptible for an interaction
with a virus. If for example 30% of all receptors are blocked by other particles, then
it is c1 = 0.7.

2. c2 ∈ [0, 1] is an average probability that a receptor-bound virus indeed infects the
cell. If the virus gets in contact with a cellular receptor then it does not necessarily
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mean that the cell will be infected. For example thermal fluctuations can strike the
virus back from the receptor or the viral RNA gets destroyed within the cell. So, c2
contains i.a. information about the infection efficiency.

3. c3 ∈ [0, 1] is an average probability that a virus gets destroyed in the PCL because
of e.g. immune cells.

4. c4 ∈ [0, 1] is an average probability that the whole cell is susceptible for an infection.
It could be that the internal machinery of the cell is not suitable to replicate the viral
RNA or that the cell doesn’t express the ICAM-1 receptor. As mentioned above
the parameter nrec is in the simulation programme equal for all cells and applies to
ICAM-1 expressing cells. It is not possible to define different values nrec for different
cells in the programme. So you are not able to define nrec = 0 for the none-ICAM-1
expressing cells and nrec > 0 for the ICAM-1 expressing cell. Therefore c4 would be
the parameter where we can define if a cell expresses ICAM-1 or not or - in other
words - if a cell is susceptible for an infection or not.

These variables don’t have to be simple constants. They can also be complicated functions
of e.g. space and time. But you need an own model for this, which has to be of course
consistent with our physical model which is described above. You can for example try
to simulate the immune system with the help of an ODE-model [22]. You define certain
parameters for the immune system and a typical output of such a model would be then
the viral concentration over time cV (t). You can compare the curve with a second curve
of the viral concentration over time c∗V (t), where the immune parameters are set in this
way as if no immune system would be present. It is c∗V (t) ≥ cV (t) for all t and then you
can define c3 as

c3(t) = 1− cV (t)

c∗V (t)
(13)

Anyway, in the analysis later we will treat c1, ..., c4 just as constants, because we don’t
have any model for them, but nevertheless we want at least roughly analyse their impact
on the viral spreading.
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Figure 6 – A single diffusing virus (sphere) in the proximity of the cell surface (brown area)
with its uniformly distributed cellular receptors (yellow spheres). Further, the region, where
the virus can interact with the cellular receptors, is shown. The region has the height IH
and is a little bit exaggerated in this image. Starting point of the shown random walk is
marked by the red sphere and the end point by the blue sphere. If the virus is outside of the
interaction region it is marked with a green color and if the virus is within the interaction
region it is marked with a magenta color. Always when the virus is within the interaction
region we project its diffusion step on the cell surface, like that there is a light above the
virus and casts the virus’ shadow over the cell curface. So the virus covers a certain area a
(black) of the cell surface. Image generated with MATLAB.

Figure 7 – Top view of the image in figure 6. Image generated with MATLAB.
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4.3. Limitations of the physical model

We want to summarize the most important limitations of our physical model:

1. The cell layer is two-dimensional and we don’t distinguish between different cell
types. Especially geometrical aspects of the cell layer - as well as the PCL and
mucus layer - are not considered in our physical model. The cell layer is just a
flat plane. We only consider geometrical aspects in the macroscopic level (see next
chapter).

2. Mucociliary clearance is represented in a very simple way in our model. There is for
example no cilia beating and there are no flows in the PCL, which of course exist
in the reality. Further we assume that once a virus hits the mucus layer the virus is
not able to reenter the PCL again.

3. Every virus hits the mucus layer. Of course some viruses will bond to cellular recep-
tors and block those receptors for a while, so that nrec decreases for the appropriate
cells. As mentioned above we necessarily assume nrec � V , so that indeed most of
the viruses will reach the mucus layer and only a few bond to cellular receptors.

4. Dead cells remain dead.

5. We assume, that the viruses replicate in the cell and then leave the cell via cell lysis.
However, other transmission modes are also possible.

6. The whole respiratory tract is assumed to be homogenous, which is not correct. The
height DH of the PCL gets for example smaller and smaller the deeper we go into
the respiratory tract. So, mucociliary effectivity is different in different parts of the
respiratory system. As mentioned in chapter 2 also the geometry has a big impact
on the effectivity of mucociliary clearance. We also want to mention that the ratio
of the different cell types differ in the respiratory system. For example, the deeper
we go into the airways the less ciliated cells are present.

7. The definition of a is very rough. For example it doesn’t consider the size of the
virus. However, if we want to implement the calculation of the exact area (like in
figure 6) there occur some convergence problems.
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5. Implementation

5.1. Concept

First, we will describe the concept of how we want to implement the physical model in
a simulation programme. Since we want to know which conditions promote the viral
spreading from the upper to the lower part of the respiratory tract, we have to consider
the whole respiratory system. However, our physical model is defined on the cellular level.
So, we have to deal with a multiscale simulation - both in time and space. A single virus
can diffuse in about one second over a whole epithelial cell. However, the duration of the
disease is several days. The size of a single Rhinovirus is about 27nm. However, the size
of the whole respiratory system is of the order of decimeter.
To overcome this multiscale problem, the simulation is composed of three scale-levels:

1. microscopic level

2. mesoscopic level

3. macroscopic level

In the microscopic level, we calculate all parameters which are necessary to use equation
(12), that is in our case the calculation of a and f . For c1,...,c4 and m, nrec, V you need
further models or experimental results. In that scale we consider single viruses and cells.
In the mesoscopic level we consider only cells and no viruses anymore. Here we use
equation (12) in order to simulate the spreading of the viral infection on a small flat plane.
We will define an infection front, which can be seen as an envelope or the boundary of
the infected area. The infection front moves over the plane with a certain velocity, which
is calculated in the mesoscopic level.
With that calculated velocity of the infection front we go into the macroscopic level. Here,
the infection front moves over the complex surface of the respiratory tract. Viruses and
cells are not considered anymore.

5.2. Implementation of the microscopic level

In order to calculate a and f(r) we consider one infected cell which releases a certain
amount V of viruses. Every virus is considered and fullfills a random walk until it reaches
the mucus layer (see figure 8 for three examples). So, here the full physical model described
in the last chapter is considered. The pseudocode for the microscopic model is shown in
appendix A. We just give here an overview of how the algorithm works and how it is
integrated in the whole simulation programme.
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Figure 8 – In the microscopic level we consider each single virus and a few cells around one
infected cell. For each virus we calculate a random walk until the virus reaches the mucus
layer. During the random walk we determine which cells are able to interact with the virus
and determine the number of diffusion steps NIH (see section 4.2) for these cells. With those
information we can calculate f(r) and a. Image generated with MATLAB.

Calculation of f(r):
In order to calculate f(r) we just look, which cells in the neighbourhood of the infected
cell can interact with a virus. A cell can interact with a virus if the virus is within the
interaction region of that cell. Each cell has an own counter which increases to 1 if the ith
virus, i ∈ [1, V ], gets in contact with that cell. At the end we divide each counter value
by the total number V of released viruses. Then, every counter shows the value for f(r).
The higher we choose V the better those values converge (see figure 9). So V doesn’t
have to be here the correct experimental value. The converging values are the values we
are looking for.

Figure 9 – Calculation of f(r) for DH = 6µm. Left (V = 1): The virus gets in contact
with only two cells, the infected cell and a neighbouring cell in the top left corner of the
infected cell. Middle (V = 2): The second virus gets in contact with the infected cell and
a neighbouring cell in the left bottom corner of the infected cell. So the infected cell gets
on the whole in contact with two viruses and each of the two neighbouring cells with one
virus. At the end those values are divided by V to get the ratio, which leads to the shown
result. Right (V = 1000): If you do it for many viruses, the calculated values converge. At
V = 1000 you can see that f(r) already converge for the six neighbour-cells of the infected
cell to ≈ 0.2. Image generated with MATLAB.
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If we plot f(r) over the radial distance from the infected cell we get something like what
is shown in figure 10. The infected cell is at r = 0 and gets of course in contact with all
viruses (f(0) = 1) because this cell releases the viruses. The six nearest neighbours are at
distance r = 6µm to the infected cell (measured from and to the cell’s center of mass) and
get in contact with about 20% of the released viruses, so f(6µm) = 0.2, and so on. As we
can see, we can approximate the values of f(r) quite well with an exponential function,
so

f(r) = KeLr (14)

with some fitting parameters K and L. In the evaluation of the fitting parameters we
only consider values f(r) > 0.05. If we have n cells at distance rn to the infected cell,
then the value f(rn) is determined by the average of all n single values f1(rn), ..., fn(rn).
If the variation between these n values is bigger than 5% then f(rn) is not considered in
the exponential fit, because the convergence of these n values is not good.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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Figure 10 – f(r) can be approximated quite well with an exponential function. In this
example DH = 6µm. Image generated with MATLAB.

f(r) depends on DH, the size (and shape) of the cells, which is fixed to 6µm (see figure
11) and IH, which is fixed to the diameter of the virus (here 27nm). However, this is only
true if the random walk of the virus ends always in the mucus layer (which is assumed
in the microscopic level). If we consider, that a virus can bind to a cellular receptor and
thus is not able to diffuse anymore and to reach the mucus layer, then we have to take the
probability p, that a virus binds to a cellular receptor, with all its containing parameters
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into account. Especially, we have to consider that nrec decreases more and more the
more viruses bind to the appropriate cell, which in turn decreases the probability that
the subsequent viruses bind to the cell. This makes the implementation (especially the
implementation of the mesoscopic scale) much more complicated. We would also have
to do much more calculations in the microscopic model: If f(r) (or rather the fitting
parameters K and L) depends only on DH, then the result for some calculations with
different values for DH looks like what is shown in figure 31. Depending on whether the
choosen value for DH is small or big the duration of the programme, which calculates
f(r) with V = 106 viruses, is in the order of a few hours to several days! This is not
really a problem, because we have to calculate f(r) for a given DH only one time and then
use the result for the actual simulation programme again and again (values of K and L
between the measuring points in figure 31 can be approximated by linear interpolation).
However, it is a problem if f(r) depends in addition to DH also on nrec, m and so on.
Then we have to do much more calculations for several parameter sets (DH,nrec,m,...) and
although all these calculations have to be done only one time the much bigger number
of the calculations would consume very much time. So the assumption, that the random
walk of a virus always ends up in the mucus layer, simplifies the implementation a lot.

Figure 11 – Cell size and cell-to-cell distance (measured from and to the center of mass)
are fixed to 6µm. Image generated with MATLAB.

Calculation of a:
The calculation of a is quite similar like the calculation of f(r). Actually, it is the same
programme but with the difference that - in addition to the number of viruses which get
in contact with a certain cell - we determine for every cell also the number of diffusion
steps NIH,i, which the ith virus fulfills in the interaction region of that cell. So here every
cell has two counters: One counter which increases to 1 if the ith virus gets in contact
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with that cell (like above) and one counter which increases to 1 for every diffusion step,
which the ith virus fulfills in the interaction region of the cell. Of course, some viruses
fulfill more diffusion steps over a certain cell than other viruses. At the end we calculate
an average value NIH for the different NIH,i of a single cell:

NIH =
1

f(r)V

V∑
i=1

NIH,i (15)

Note that we don’t divide the sum of all NIH,i with V but only with the number f(r)V
of viruses which indeed reach the appropriate cell and fullfill NIH,i > 0 steps. As a result
the value of NIH is - except for the infected cell which releases the V viruses - equal for
all cells, so that also the averaged covered area a = NIHs

2 (see chapter 4.2) is equal for
all cells (see figure 12).

Figure 12 – Calculation of a for V = 10000. With increasing V , a converges for all cells
(except the infected cell) to the same value (here about 0.008). Note, that the convergence
is much better for cells close to the infected cell than for cells further away because they get
in contact with less viruses. Image generated with MATLAB.

The step length s (or time step δt respectively) of the random walk is a free parameter.
It is important to choose s in this way, that a and f(r) become independent of s. For
example, if we calculate a for different step lengths s, then we get something like what
is shown in figure 13. As we can see the value of a converge if we choose s smaller and
smaller. We have convergence at s = 1dV , where dV is the diameter of the virus. Note,
that also IH = 1dV . The convergence of f(r) (or rather the fitting parameters K and
L) is much better than the convergence of a. We choose s = 1dV and V = 106 for all
calculations in the microscopic model.
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Figure 13 – Dependency of the averaged covered area a on the step length s of the random
walk. It is important to choose s sufficient small, so that a (and also f(r)) is independent
from s. In this example is DH = 4.8µm. Image generated with MATLAB.

5.3. Implementation of the mesoscopic level

In the mesoscopic level we simulate the spreading of the viral infection on a two dimen-
sional, flat cell layer (see figure 14). We start with one infected cell. It sets free a certain
amount V of viruses which are able to infect further cells in the neighbourhood with a
certain probability Prob. In the code (pseudocode in appendix B) we compare Prob with
a random number rand. If rand < Prob then the appropriate cell gets infected, otherwise
not. After the time Tlysis each of those infected cells also set V viruses free, which infect
further cells and so on. Note, that we can treat each infected cell independently from the
other infected cells. This is only possible, if the random walk always ends in the mucus
layer and thus a and f(r) are independent from nrec (see above). So all cells are equal and
especially every cell is surrounded by cells with the same number of receptors. Otherwise
we would have to consider that nrec changes if viruses bind to the receptors and thus cells
are surrounded by cells with in general different values for nrec. Cells with big values for
nrec have a higher probability p that they get infected by a single virus and as a result
those cells would "catch" most of the diffusing viruses, which get in contact with those
cells. Cells with lower values for nrec have a lower probability p that they get infected by
a single virus and thus those cells would "catch" less viruses, which get in contact with
those cells. Instead these viruses are able to diffuse further and to infect another cell. So
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here, the distribution of the cells with their different values for nrec is very important for
the spreading behaviour and thus we are not able to treat each infected cell independently
from the other infected cells.

Figure 14 – Viral infection spread on a two dimensional cell layer. We start with one
infected cell (black) at time t = 0 (top, left). It releases after a period of Tlysis (here 8h)
a certain amount of viruses (here 100000), which infect further cells in the neighborhood
(top, middle; infected cells are red and healthy cells are cyan). Then the new infected cells
release 8h later their viruses, which will infect further cells and so on. The infection region
grows with increasing time. It is t = 0 (top, left), t = 8h (top, middle), t = 16h (top, right),
t = 40h (bottom, left), t = 80h (bottom, middle), t = 200h (bottom, right). The infection
front (black circle) can be seen as the boundary of the infected region. Used Parameters:
V = 100000, nrec = 1, Tlysis = 8h, DH = 3µm, c1 = 1, c2 = 0.06, c3 = 0 and c4 = 0.25.
Image generated with MATLAB.

It is important to mention, that the released viruses of an infected cell can infect only the
surrounding cells within a certain radius rmax around that infected cell. A cell at distance
r to the infected cell gets in contact with (in average) f(r)(1− c3)V viruses (see above).
We define rmax as

f(rmax)(1− c3)V = 1 (16)

With f(r) = KeLr we get

rmax =
1

L
ln

(
1

K(1− c3)V

)
(17)
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We define now the infection front of the viral spreading. It is an envelope or a boundary
of the infected region and in our case always a circle because no direction is preferred (see
figure 14). Depending on whether Prob is small or big the viral spreading is dominated
by bigger fluctuations or smaller fluctuations. In the example in figure 14 the fluctuations
are already quite big and it is difficult to define the radius of the infection front. To
overcome this problem we have to simulate the viral infection spread not only once but
several times, let’s say 100 times. In figure 15 are three possible outputs of those 100

simulations after 200h (healthy cells are not shown):

Figure 15 – Three possible simulation outputs for t = 200h. The same parameters as in
figure 14 are used. Image generated with MATLAB.

At the end we put all 100 outputs on top of each other and look in how many of these
100 simulations a certain cell gets infected. The result is shown in figure 16. Cells which
get infected in less than 50% of the 100 simulations are defined as fluctuations and are
not considered. So, those cells don’t lay within the infection front. In the code we look on
those cells which get infected in 50% to 60% of all simulations. They are marked in green
in figure 16. In the shown example these cells have all about the same distance to the cell
in the center, from where the infection originates. However, this is not always the case
(see figure 17, left). We search the green marked cell with the biggest distance R to the
cell in the center and choose all of the green cells, whose distance differ by maximum 5%

of R. The average of the distances of the choosen cells defines the radius of the infection
front at the appropriate time. In the example in figure 16 we get for the radius of the
infection front at time t = 200h the value 189.4µm. This leads to a velocity of 0.947µm/h
for the infection front. If we have less fluctuations and all infected cells are infected in
more than 50% to 60% of all simulations then R is just the maximum distance of an
infected cell to the cell in the center (see figure 17, right).
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Figure 16 – We put several possible outputs (like in figure 15) on top of each other; in
this example 100. Cells which are marked with a full red color get infected in almost all of
those 100 simulations. Cells which are marked with a dark color, get only infected in a few
simulations. The green marked cells get infected in 50% to 60% of all 100 simulations. They
define the infection front (blue) at a certain time (here 200h). Generated with MATLAB.

Figure 17 – Left: Infection front at t = 200h. In contrast to the situation in figure 16 the
distances of the cells, which are infected in 50% to 60% of all simulations (here: 1000), are
not all about the same. Right: Infection front at t = 72h for an other parameter set. Here
the front is defined by the infected cells with the biggest distance to the center. MATLAB.
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If p and Prob are almost one, we have almost no fluctuations (see figure 17, right). Note,
that in this case the infected region doesen’t have to be a circle in our programme. The
situation, which is shown in figure 17 (right) is the most extreme case. Here the infected
region is a hexagon. This has the following reason: If we look at the simulation output
not at t = 72h like in figure 17 (right) but at t = Tlysis = 8h we get the result in figure 18:

Figure 18 – Simulation output at t = 8h. The same parameters like in figure 17 (right) are
used. Image generated with MATLAB.

As you can see the cells, which get infected by the released viruses of the black cell, form
a hexagon. In the simulation only those cells can get infected by the released viruses of
the black cell, whose center of mass is at a distance smaller than rmax to the black cell
(actually in the extreme case, where we have no fluctuations, rmax is already sufficient
to calculate the velocity of the infection front). However, there are of course cells, which
have a distance bigger than rmax to the infected cell, but a part of their cell surface lies
nevertheless within the infection front. These cells are not considered for an infection.
As a result the initial form of the infected region (here a hexagon, but also other forms
are possible (also circles)) will propagate with increasing time. Probably, it would be
better not to compare if the distance from the infected cell to the center of mass of a
neighbouring cell is smaller than rmax but the distance to one of its six vertices.
Now, we take a closer look to the other extremum: We choose the parameters nrec, c1,...
in this way, that p and Prob are very small and as result we have no cells, which get
infected in at least 50% of several equal simulations (see figure 19):
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Figure 19 – Combination of 1000 simulations at t = 200h. There is no cell, which get
infected in at least 50% of all 1000 simulations. Image generated with MATLAB.

In this extreme case, we define that the velocity of the infection front is zero. If we look
at some of the single simulation outputs it gets clear (see figure 20): There is a quite big
probability that the viral infection spread stops or not even starts. So it is just luck if
there arise a viral infection spread or not.

Figure 20 – Possible simulation outputs for the parameter set which is used in figure 19.
The spreading behaviour is complete dominated by fluctuations. The viral infection can
spread more or less in all directions (left), only to the right of the cell, from where the
infection originates (middle), or can even stop after a certain time (right). It is also possible
that the infection not even starts. Image generated with MATLAB.

It is clear that the number of simulations, which are used in order to calculate the velocity
of the infection front, has an impact to a certain extent on the value of the velocity. The
value converges for increasing number of simulations and the convergence is better for
situations with less fluctuations than situations, which go along with bigger fluctuations
in the spreading behaviour of the viral infection. We use 100 single simulations in order
to calculate the velocity of the infection front.
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5.4. Implementation of the macroscopic level

In the macroscopic scale we don’t consider single cells or viruses anymore but focus only
on the infection front. A 3D-model of the respiratory system is available in [23] as a stl-
file. Unfortunately this 3D-model represents only the lower respiratory tract, that means
the trachea and bronchia (see figure 21):

Figure 21 – 3D-model of the respiratory tract. Illustration of the stl-file with the help of
MATLAB.

In a stl-file the surface of a 3D-model is represented via many small triangles. In the
macroscopic scale you choose the starting point of the infection by choosing one of those
triangles. The starting point is then the center of mass of that choosen triangle. After
that you calculate the moving infection front (see figure 22)
The idea of how this is implemented is quite simple: The infection front is represented
by a simple linear spline. At the beginning the points, which define the spline, lie all in
the plane of the start triangle and form a circle (see figure 23). After that, all points of
the spline are shifted on the plane of the triangle in radial direction at a certain distance.
The appropriate time step depends on the calculated value of the velocity of the infection
front (see above). Sooner or later the spline will hit the edges of the start triangle. In that
case we just rotate the appropriate points of the spline onto the plane of the neighbouring
triangle (see figure 24). The rotational axis is the common edge of both triangles, so
the line of intersection of the two planes. Note, that after some shifts of the infection
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front some points of the spline have to be added but some points also have to be deleted.
The code is quite long and we don’t go into all details in this Master’s thesis. A self-
intersection of the infection front (which occurs e.g. if the infection front circles around
the cylindrical trachea or bronchia) is considered in the code. However, the code has not
been completed during the time of this Master’s project. There are still some issues:

1. The red coloring of the triangles is not faultless.

2. Shrinking "holes" of the infection front are only considered for some special cases.

3. The code is quite stable. However, occasional there appear some faults because of
rounding errors.

4. An abrupt end of the surface (where triangles are not surrounded completely by
other triangles) leads to faults.

5. The stl-file itself is not perfect. Some triangles intersect with each other and this
leads to faults, too.

Figure 22 – A small part of the 3D-surface of the respiratory tract is shown (trachea and
its bifurcation into the left and right main bronchus). The infection starts at the center of
mass of a choosen triangle of the stl-file and then the infection front spreads over the surface
of the respiratory tract. The shown images illustrate the infection front after 50 time steps
(top, left), 100 time steps (top, middle), 200 time steps (top, right), 350 time steps (bottom,
left), 500 time steps (bottom, middle) and 700 time steps (bottom, right). The length of a
time step is defined by the value of the velocity of the infection front. MATLAB.
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Figure 23 – View at the infection front from the top. The infection front is represented by
a linear spline. At the beginning of the infection the points of the spline lie all in the plane
of the choosen start triangle and form a circle. Image generated with MATLAB.

Figure 24 – View at the infection front from the side. If the infection front hits the edges
of a triangle, the appropriate points of the linear spline are rotated onto the planes of the
neighbouring triangles. The edges are the appropriate rotational axes. MATLAB.

The first issue is also the reason why we are not able to calculate the viral load. For a
correct coloring you have to know which part of a triangle belongs to the infected region
and which part not. This information is also necessary if you want to calculate the area
of the infected region. And this area is necessary to calculate the viral load. If Ainf the
area of the infected region and Acell the known area of a cell then you can calculate how
many cells lie within the infection front. It is just Ainf/Acell. However, not all of the cells,
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which lie within the infection front, have to be infected (see for example figure 14). You
have to use the mesoscopic scale in order to calculate how much percent of the cells within
the infection front are in average infected. But this is not done in this Master’s project.
It would be interesting to compare the viral load between a moving infection front on a
flat plane and a moving infection front on the complex geometry of the respiratory tract.
This would give you a rough idea of how strong the geometrical effect is.
The code should be easily expandable to an inhomogenous system: Instead of defining
that the choosen value of e.g. nrec holds for the whole respiratory tract, you can define
that a certain value of nrec, V and so on is only valid for the cells on a single triangle of the
surface. Then you have to calculate for every triangle the velocity of the infection front.
You define a certain time step for the macroscopic level and this gives you the distance of
how much the points of the linear spline in a certain triangle have to be shifted in radial
direction. However, this is not done in this Master’s project.

5.5. Simulation Programme

The simulation programme combines all three scale levels with MATLAB’s App Designer.
We just have to define the parameters and then start the simulation (see figure 25). At
first we determine with the choosen value for DH the prameters a and f(r). Here we
just use the results of the microscopic scale (see figure 26 and 31). After that equation
12 can be used to simulate the simulation on the mesoscopic level and to calculate the
velocity of the infection front. With that calculated value we go then into the macroscopic
level. Note, that in this Master’s project only the microscopic and mesoscopic levels are
combined. The reason is, that we don’t know the scale of the stl-file and that we are not
able to calculate the viral load (so the macroscopic level would not give us any quantitative
information). Anyway, in the analysis we focus only on the velocity of the infection front.
The higher this velocity the higher the chance that the infection can spread further to
the lower respiratory tract before it gets struck back due to the immune system. The
parameters with the strongest impact on the velocity are the wanted conditions, which
promote a viral infection spread to the lower respiratory tract.
We close this chapter with some technical information about the programme. Except the
functions, which are needed for opening the stl-file (see [24]), the whole programme with
all its functions is self-made and completely written with MATLAB. We have:

1. For the microscopic level: The main function (for the calculation of a) has 133 code
lines (comments and empty lines not included) and uses one self-made function with
15 code lines. The duration of the programme depends strongly on the choosen
parameters and is (for ≥ 105 calculated random walks) in a range between several
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minutes to several days for a current personal computer. The needed memory is
about 100MB (for 105 calculated random walks). Note, that the microscopic model
is not integrated in the simulation programme but only the calculated results.

2. For the mesoscopic level: The main function has 234 code lines and uses three self-
made functions with a total of 116 code lines. The duration depends strongly on the
choosen parameters and is in a range between several seconds to several minutes.
The needed memory is about 2 to 2.5GB and contains primarily the information
about the cells (coordinates of the vertices of each cell and so on).

3. For the macroscopic level: The main function has 351 code lines and uses 21 self-
made functions (two from [24]) with a total of 925 code lines. The duration depends
on how much of the respiratory tract is infected and is in a range between several
seconds to maybe one to two hours. The needed memory is about 30MB.

Note, that the code development couldn’t be finished within the time of this Master’s
project. It was more important to have a full executable programme than a clean and
effective code. So there are a lot of things, which can be improved or extended. Anyway,
the code is enough to answer the underlying question of this thesis.

Figure 25 – GUI of the simulation. We just have to define the parameters and then start
the simulation. There is no need for further input. Image generated with MATLAB.
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6. Analysis

In the following analysis we will focus mainly on the velocity of the infection front and
try to find those parameters which have the strongest impact on this velocity. Especially
parameters, which are different in healthy people and COPD/Asthma-patients (in our
case especially c4, DH and c3), are interesting for us because they define probably the
wanted conditions, which promote an infection to the lower respiratory tract. Following
parameters, which have an influence on the velocity of the infection front, can be varied
in the simulation program:

1. The height DH of the PCL. This value determines the parameters a and f as de-
scribed above.

2. The average number nrec of receptors per cell.

3. The average probability c1 that a receptor is susceptible for an interaction with a
virus.

4. The average number m of receptors, which are needed for a stable virus-bond at the
cell.

5. The average probability c2 that a receptor-bound virus indeed infects the cell.

6. The number V of released viruses per infected cell.

7. The average probability c3 that a virus gets destroyed in the PCL because of e.g.
immune cells.

8. The average probability c4 that the whole cell is susceptible for an infection.

9. The lysis time Tlysis.

We will divide the nine parameters into three groups:

1. The first group of parameters have an impact on the probability p that a single virus
infects a cell. That are all parameters which can be found in equation (11), so a (as
a function of DH), nrec, c1, c2 and m.

2. The second group of parameters determine how many viruses reach a certain cell
and if the cell is susceptible for an infection. That are all parameters which can be
found in equation (12), so f (as a function of DH), V , c3 and c4.

3. The third group contains only the parameter Tlysis.
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For the following analysis we define a standard parameter set. For the parameters in the
first group we set nrec = 50, c1 = 1, m = 1, c2 = 1. The parameters in the second group
are set to V = 100000, c3 = 0, c4 = 1. a and f are determined by DH. That parameter
is set to DH = 3µm. Finally we set Tlysis = 8h.

6.1. Analysis of the first group parameters

The dependency of a from DH is determined in the microscopic level and is shwon in
figure 26:
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Figure 26 – Relationship between the averaged covered area a and the height DH.

The higher DH the smaller its influence on a. It could even be that a converges to a
concrete value, which is smaller than one (the maximum value of a). The height of the
PCL is about the extended length of the cilia and this is in the upper airways about
6− 7µm and in the lower airways about 4µm [25]. So, we are in a range, where a changes
strongly by changes of DH and mucociliary clearance respectivley (remember that DH is
the only parameter in our physical model, which controls the effectivity of mucociliary
clearance).
Now, we take a closer look on the impact of the first group parameters on the velocity
of the infection front. We don’t distinguish between c1 and nrec (they have the same
influence on the velocity, see equation 11), but focus only on the effective number c1nrec

of receptors per cell, which are susceptible for an interaction with a virus. First, we
investigate the impact of c1nrec and a on p - the probability that a single virus infects the
cell (see figure 27 and 28):
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Figure 27 – p as a function of a and c1nrec. In this example is m = 1. MATLAB.

Figure 28 – (Continous) contour plot of the function p(a, c1nrec), which is shown in figure
27. Image generated with MATLAB.

As we can see, changes of the parameters c1nrec and a have in a wide range no impact
on p and therefore no impact on the velocity of the infection front if all other parameters
are fixed (convergence of p leads to convergence of the velocity of the infection front (see
figure 34)). Only for small values of c1nrec and a, changes of those parameters lead to
significant changes in p and therefore to changes in the velocity of the infection front. We
can increase the range, where variations of a and c1nrec have an influence on the velocity
of the infection front, if we increase m (see figure 29 and 30):
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Figure 29 – p as a function of a and c1nrec. In this example is m = 5. MATLAB.

Figure 30 – (Continous) contour plot of the function p(a, c1nrec), which is shown in figure
29. Image generated with MATLAB.

Unfortunately, we don’t have any experimental values for a and c1nrec. Anyway, let us
assume that a and c1nrec are in the range, where changes of both parameters have an
impact on p and therefore also an impact on the velocity of the infection front. Which
of the two parameters have the stronger impact? Since we have an equation for p we can
consider the partial derivatives for the case m = 1

∂p

∂a
= c2 · c1nrec(1− a)c1nrec−1 (18)
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and
∂p

∂(c1nrec)
= c2 · ln

(
1

1− a

)
(1− a)c1nrec (19)

in order to answer this question. We divide equation (18) and (19) by equation (11) and
get equation (20) and (21) respectively:

∂p

p
=

[
ac1nrec(1− a)c1nrec−1

1− (1− a)c1nrec

]
∂a

a
(20)

∂p

p
=

[
c1nrec ln

(
1

1−a

)
(1− a)c1nrec

1− (1− a)c1nrec

]
∂(c1nrec)

c1nrec

(21)

These equations are a (local) measurement of how much p changes if we change a and
c1nrec respectively. We compare the sensitivity coefficients of both equations and get

ac1nrec(1− a)c1nrec−1

c1nrec ln
(

1
1−a

)
(1− a)c1nrec

=
a

ln
(

1
1−a

)
(1− a)

≥ 1 (22)

which is clear if you plot the function h(a) = a

ln( 1
1−a)(1−a)

in the range a ∈ [0, 1]. So, we
have

ac1nrec(1− a)c1nrec−1 ≥ c1nrec ln

(
1

1− a

)
(1− a)c1nrec (23)

That means that a has a stronger impact on p (and therefore on the velocity of the infec-
tion front) than c1nrec for the case m = 1. However, the difference is typically very small.

The last parameter in the first group is c2. Obviously, c2 stretches or compresses the
function p, which is shown in figure 27 and 29, along the p-axis. In contrast to a and
c1nrec, c2 has a continous influence on p and therefore on the velocity of the infection
front. If a and c1nrec are in a range, where changes of both parameters have no impact on
p, c2 is in this case the only parameter in the first group, which has an impact on p and
on the velocity of the infection front respectively. Now let us assume that a and c1nrec

are small and thus are in a range, where changes of both parameters have an impact on p.
How strong is the impact of variations of c2 in comparison with changes of a and c1nrec?
In the case m = 1 we get

∂p

∂c2
= 1− (1− a)c1nrec (24)

and therefore
∂p

p
=
∂c2
c2

(25)
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We have to compare all three sensitivity coefficients

d1 :=
ac1nrec(1− a)c1nrec−1

1− (1− a)c1nrec
, d2 :=

c1nrec ln
(

1
1−a

)
(1− a)c1nrec

1− (1− a)c1nrec
, 1

in order to answer the question. We know that d1 ≥ d2. However, the order of all three
parameters d1, d2 and c2 depends on their concrete values. We can calculate a with the
help of our simulation programme. Its values are roughly between 0.006 and 0.01. In that
case d1 and d2 are typically smaller than 1, so that c2 has also for small values of a and
c1nrec the strongest impact on p and therefore on the velocity of the infection front.

6.2. Analysis of the second group parameters

As described in the last chapter, f(r) can be approximated via f(r) = KeLr. The two
fitting parameters K and L are determined in the microscopic level. Their dependency
on DH is shown in figure 31:
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Figure 31 – Relationship between the fitting parameters L and L and the height DH.

The first seven data (from DH = 3µm to DH = 12µm) are calculated with the help of
V = 106 random walks, as described in the last chapter. The last four data are calculated
with the help of only 105 random walks. Here the exponential fit is not so good. Since we
have always f(r = 0) = 1, K should always be about 1. So simulations with DH > 12µm
have to be seen critical. Anyway, for L we observe the same behaviour like for a: The
higher DH the less its influence on L and f(r) respectively.
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Now we look on the impact of the second group parameters on the velocity of the infection
front. Like above, we don’t distinguish between V , c3 and f(r), but consider only the
effective number of viruses (1− c3)f(r)V , which indeed reach a certain cell at distance r
to the infected cell. First, we investigate the impact of (1− c3)f(r)V and p on Prob - the
probability, that the whole cell gets infected (see figure 32 and 33):
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Figure 32 – Prob as a function of p and (1− c3)f(r)V . Generated with MATLAB.

Figure 33 – (Continous) contour plot of the function Prob(p, (1−c3)f(r)V ), which is shown
in figure 32. Image generated with MATLAB.
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It is the same situation as above: Changes of (1− c3)f(r)V and p have in a wide range no
impact on Prob. Only for small values of p and (1−c3)f(r)V changes of those parameters
become important. We can also argue in the same way like above and find that in those
ranges, where p and (1 − c3)f(r)V are small, p (and therefore the parameters which p

contains) has a stronger impact than (1− c3)f(r)V and the impact of c4 on Prob depends
on the concrete parameter values. However, this is only true for Prob, not for the velocity
of the infection front:
Changes in p correlate with changes in the velocity of the infection front. In figure 34
for example, we take our standard parameter set as reference and change c1nrec. As
decribed above, p changes only for small values of c1nrec and then converge to 1 in this
example. The velocity of the infection front converges even faster to a certain value (here
≈ 3.750µm/h).
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Figure 34 – Convergence of p (blue curve) leads to a convergence of the velocity of the
infection front (red curve). Image generated with MATLAB.

Now, we look on Prob (see figure 35). Here we fixed a = 1, so that p = 1 and therefore
especially Prob = 1, and then change DH. Since a is fixed, a changing of DH leads only to
a change of f(r). Although there are no changes in Prob, we see a change in the velocity
of the infection front. The reason for this is, that V , c3 and f(r) not only define the value
of Prob but also define the maximum distance of how far the released viruses can diffuse
in the PCL until they reach the mucus layer. If we have an infected cell at r = 0, which
releases a certain amount of viruses, then the maximum distance, that those viruses can
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reach, is defined as (see section 5)

rmax =
1

L
ln

(
1

(1− c3)V K

)
with f(r) = KeLr (26)

So f(r), c3 and V define how far the viruses can spread in the environment of an infected
cell until the viruses reach the mucus layer and thus define also which neighbouring cells
can be infected. It depends then on the concrete values of p and Prob if those cells get
infected or not.
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Figure 35 – Convergence of Prob (blue curve) doesn’t lead to a convergence of the velocity
of the infection front (red curve). Image generated with MATLAB.

In figure 36 we took our standard parameter set as a reference and calculate the velocity
of the infection front as a function of DH (red curve). In the blue curve we did exact the
same (i.e. we used the same parameters) but fixed rmax to the value, which rmax has for
DH = 3µm. The big difference between the two curves is thus explained only by rmax. In
the standard parameter set p and Prob are quite big, so that almost all cells, which can
be reached by the released viruses, get infected. In figure 37 we modified the standard
parameter set and use c2 = 0.06, nrec = 1 and c4 = 0.25. Here, only a few cells, which can
be reached by the released viruses, get infected and the impact of rmax on the velocity of
the infection front is not so big anymore.
Which of the three parameter f(r), V and (1− c3) have the strongest impact on rmax? It
is

∂rmax

rmax

=
∂L

|L|
(27)
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∂rmax

rmax

=
1

ln((1− c3)V K)

∂X

X
with X = K,V, (1− c3) (28)

V , (1 − c3) and K have of course the same impact on rmax. Since V is very big, it is
typically ln((1 − c3)V K) > |L|, so that L (or rather f(r) and DH respectively) should
have the strongest impact on rmax.
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Figure 36 – Impact of rmax on the velocity of the infection front. The standard parameter
set is used. Image generated with MATLAB.
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Figure 37 – Impact of rmax on the velocity of the infection front. The standard parameter
set was modified here with c2 = 0.06, nrec = 1 and c4 = 0.25. Generated with MATLAB.
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So V , (1− c3) and f(r) define which cells in the neighbourhood of an infected cell can be
potentially infected and Prob and p determine if those cells get indeed infected or not.
It is clear, that V , (1 − c3) and f(r) are the parameters with the strongest impact on
the velocity of the infection front if p and Prob are big. If p and Prob are small and the
infection spreading is dominated by fluctuations (see chapter 5.3) then p and Prob (with
all their containing parameters) are more important in determining the velocity of the
infection front compared to rmax.

6.3. Analysis of the third group parameter

It is quite obvious, that Tlysis has probably the biggest impact on the velocity of the
infection front. It behaves inversely proportional to the velocity. However, there are no
hints that Tlysis is different in healthy people and people with Asthma or COPD1. So this
parameter probably doesn’t explain why a HRV-infection rather spreads into the lower
respiratory tract in people with Asthma or COPD than in healthy people. Thus this
parameter is not really important for the analysis.

6.4. Conclusion

The central question of this Master’s thesis is which conditions promote the spreading of
a HRV-infection to the lower respiratory tract, especially with a focus on Asthma- and
COPD-patients. ICAM-1 expression, mucociliary clearance and the immune system are
different in healthy people and people with Asthma or COPD. These differences corre-
spondent in our physical model to the parameters c4, DH and c3.
We saw, that V , (1 − c3) and f(r) define rmax and thus define which cells in the neigh-
bourhood of an infected cell can be potentially infected and that Prob and p determine
if those cells get indeed infected or not. Further we saw that we are not able to rank all
the parameters by their impact on the velocity of the infection front because the ranking
order depends on the concrete values. Anyway, what we can say for sure is that DH (so
the mucociliary clearance) has a stronger impact on the velocity of the infection front than
c3 (so the immune system). This is of course only true if our physical model represents
the reality rather well and that the differences of DH and c3 between healthy people and
patients are of the same order. So if the immune system differs dramatically in healthy
people and patients and the mucociliary clearance only slightly then it is of course possible
that c3 is the actual reason for a spreading to the lower respiratory tract. So here are
further experimental results necessary.

1At least I haven’t found any hints in the literature.
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A. Pseudocode for the microscopic level

Algorithm 1 Microscopic Level
1: Create 2D cell layer and state matrix

In order to create a 2D cell layer we have to create a hexagonal grid. The voronoi diagram
of this grid gives us the cell layer, where each cell is represented by a hexagon.
Every cell is explicit addressable with an integer-number Zaehler between 1 und Anz, in
which Anz is the number of cells in the cell layer.
The properties of a certain cell are addressable via the state matrix State in the following
way: State{Zaehler}.property.
Zaehler is explicitly calculable with the help of the coordinates of the cell’s center of mass
(grid point). In order to determine later the cell, over which a virus is located, the virus
position is rounded to the closest cell’s center of mass and with the help of its coordinates we
can determine Zaehler.

2: Infect one cell in the middle of the cell layer. For the infected cell is Zaehler = start.

3: StepLength = V irusDiameter
4: TimeStep = StepLength2/(2 ·Dimension ·DiffConstant)
5: DH = SomeV alueBetween_0.5_And_6 · CellDistance
6: IH = V irusDiameter
7: V = number of released viruses per cell

8: for i = 1 : V do
initialization

9: t = 0
10: x = State{start}.Position(1)
11: y = State{start}.Position(2)
12: z = 0
13: while z <= DH && z >= −DH do
14: xv = x
15: yv = y
16: zv = z
17: Phi = 2 · pi · rand()
18: Theta = arcsin(2 · rand()− 1) + pi/2
19: x = xv + StepLength · sin(Theta) · cos(Phi)
20: y = yv + StepLength · sin(Theta) · sin(Phi)
21: z = zv + StepLength · cos(Theta)
22: if abs(min(z, zv)) <= IH then
23: Zaehler = RoundToCellsCenterOfMass((x+ xv)/2, (y + yv)/2)
24: update the appropriate cell counters (as described in chapter 5)
25: end if
26: t = t+ TimeStep it takes only seconds until the virus reaches the mucus layer
27: end while
28: end for
29: Calculate a and f(r) (as described in chapter 5)
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B. Pseudocode for the mesoscopic level

Algorithm 2 Mesoscopic Level
1: Create 2D cell layer and state matrix

Like in the microscopic level
2: Infect one cell in the middle of the cell layer. For the infected cell is Zaehler = start.

3: p =
[
1−

∑m−1
k=0

(
c1nrec
k

)
ak(1− a)c1nrec−k

]
c2

4: rmax = 1
L ln

(
1

V K(1−c3)

)
5: Estimate number Generations of virus generations for a given radius of the infection front
6: Av = 100 Number of simulations
7: StartState = State
8: NewInfectedCells = start contains values of Zaehler for the new infected cells. At the

beginning it is only the value start

9: for numSim = 1 : Av do
initialization (cell layer with one infected cell)

10: State = StartState
11: NewInfectedCells = start
12: for i = 1 : Generations do
13: for j = 1 : length(NewInfectedCells) do
14: [Level, Abstand] = LevelCreator(NewInfectedCells(j), rmax)

LevelCreator calculates the values for Zaehler of the neighbouring cells of NewInfectedCells(j),
which have a maximum distance rmax to NewInfectedCells(j). The values for Zaehler are saved
in Level and the appropriate distance in Abstand

15: for r = 1 : length(Level) do
16: if Abstand(r) < rmax then
17: Prob =

(
1− (1− p)V (1−c3)KeL·Abstand(r)

)
c4

18: for s = 1 : length(Level{r}) do
Level{r} contains all the values Zaehler of the neighbouring cells with a distance Abstand(r) to
the cell NewInfectedtCells(j)

19: if rand() < Prob && State{Level{r}(s)}.Infected == 0 then
State{Level{r}(s)}.Infected is equal 0 if cell is healthy and equal 1 if cell is infected

20: State{Level{r}(s)}.Infected = 1
21: Save the value Zaehler of the new infected cell
22: end if
23: end for
24: end if
25: end for
26: end for
27: Save the values of the new infected cells into NewInfectedCells and into a second variable

for the averaging later
28: end for
29: end for
30: Determine how often a certain cell was infected in the Av simulations and plot the result
31: Calculate the velocity of the infection front
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